Memo:
To: Members of Congress
From: Office of the Speaker
Re: The closing of votes
During the 112th Congress Presiding officers will seek to close votes as quickly as possible after the
minimum time allotted for each vote has expired. When a vote is called, Members should promptly
depart for the House Floor to record their vote. Members are advised it is best to stay on the Floor
during the vote series. The Speaker recommends Members use their electronic voting cards instead of
voting from the well. The Speaker would appreciate Members’ cooperation on these matters. Please
take the time to review the following section in the Speaker’s announced policies on voting that was
announced on January 5, 2011 and printed in the Record.
“As Members are aware, clause 2(a) of rule XX provides that Members shall have not less than 15
minutes in which to answer an ordinary record vote or quorum call. The rule obviously establishes 15
minutes as a minimum. Still, with the cooperation of the Members, a vote can easily be completed in
that time. The events of October 30, 1991, stand out as proof of this point. On that occasion, the House
was considering a bill in the Committee of the Whole under a special rule that placed an overall time
limit on the amendment process, including the time consumed by record votes. The Chair announced,
and then strictly enforced, a policy of closing electronic votes as soon as possible after the guaranteed
period of 15 minutes. Members appreciated and cooperated with the Chair’s enforcement of the policy
on that occasion.
“The Chair desires that the example of October 30, 1991, be made the regular practice of the House. To
that end, the Chair enlists the assistance of all Members in avoiding the unnecessary loss of time in
conducting the business of the House. The Chair encourages all Members to depart for the Chamber
promptly upon the appropriate bell and light signal. As in recent Congresses, the cloakrooms should not
forward to the Chair requests to hold a vote by electronic device, but should simply apprise inquiring
Members of the time remaining on the voting clock. Members should not rely on signals relayed from
outside the Chamber to assume that votes will be held open until they arrive in the Chamber. Members
will be given a reasonable amount of time in which to accurately record their votes. No occupant of the
Chair would prevent a Member who is in the well before the announcement of the result from casting
his or her vote. The Speaker believes the best practice for presiding officers is to await the Clerk’s
certification that a vote tally is complete and accurate.”

